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Implications of Reference Priors for Prior
Information and for Sample Size
Bertrand CLARKE
Here we use posteriordensitiesbasedon relativeentropyreferencepriorsfor two purposes.The firstpurposeis to identifydata
implicitin the use of informativepriors.We representan informativeprioras the posteriorfrom an experimentwith a known
likelihoodand a referenceprior.Minimizingthe relativeentropydistancebetweenthis posteriorand the informativepriorover
choices of dataresultsin a dataset thatcan be regardedas representative
of the informationin the informativeprior.The second
implicationfromreferencepriorsis obtainedby replacingthe informativepriorwith a class of densitiesfrom which one might
wish to makeinferences.Foreachdensityin this class, one can obtaina dataset thatminimizesa relativeentropy.The maximum
of these samplesizes as the inferentialdensityvariesover its class can be used as a guess as to how muchdatais requiredfor the
desiredinferences.We boundthis samplesize aboveandbelow by othertechniquesthatpermitit to be approximated.
KEY WORDS: Asymptoticnormality;Experimental
design;Information;
Relativeentropy.

1.

INTRODUCTION

One way to evaluatea subjectivelychosen prioris to assess the informationthatit contains.Therearevariousways
to do this. One mightsearchfor an optimizationprocedure
that resultedin that prior and then regardthe prior as reflectingthe informationin the constraintsfollowing Soofi,
Ebrahimi,andHabibullah(1995) (see also Soofi 1995).Alternatively,one mightcomparethe subjectivelychosenprior
to otherpriors,including"objective"priors.This was proposed by Bernardo(1979) when he introducedreference
priors.Despitethe terminology,the goal of comparingsubjective priorsto referencepriorsso as to evaluatetheir informationcontentcan actuallybe done betterby usingposteriors,see BergerandBernardo(1992). Here we compare
a subjectivelychosen density for a parameterto posteriors formedby updatinga referenceprior.In particular,we
seek the data set that will make such a referenceposterior
as close as possibleto the subjectivelychosen density.The
resultingdata set can be regardedas representativeof the
informationin the subjectivedensity.
Thereare two reasonsfor identifyingthe posteriorthatis
closest to an arbitrarydensity for the parameter.First,the
arbitrarydensitymightbe an informativeprior.In this case
we identifythe dataimplicitin the informativeprior.If this
dataset is unreasonable,then the priordoes not summarize
the experimenter'sbeliefs well. Second, the arbitrarydensity mightbe a targetdensityfor inference.In this case we
identify the data that would best permitthe desiredinferences. If the distancefrom the best approximationto the
targetdensity is large, then the inferencesrepresentedby
the target density are unobtainable.Furthermore,we can
considera class of targetdensities.Because a samplecan
be associatedto each memberof the class, we can choose
the largestof these samplesizes as a way to ensurethatwe
will collect enoughdatato makeinferencesfroma posterior
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likely to be close to one of the targetdensities.This can be
regardedas a Bayesiananalog of samplesize calculations
for confidenceintervalsof prescribedlength done from a
frequentiststandpointby guessingthe standarddeviation.
To fix ideas, supposethat we try to assess the information contentof a subjectivepriorrelativeto iid datafrom a
Poisson(O)distribution.To make calculationseasy, let the
conjugateprior r(1, 1) play the role of the objectiveprior
and choose anotherconjugateprior,say a r1(10,10), to be
the subjectivelychosen informativeprior.If we form the
posteriorfromn outcomesof a Poisson(O)randomvariable
and the 1(1, 1) prior,it is seen to be a r(Lxi + I,n + 1)
distribution.To evaluatethe informationin the r1(10,10)
prior,we might find the data set that would make the posterioras close as possible to the subjectiveprior.Thus we
solve the pair of equations10 = E xi + 1 and 10 = n + 1
to see that E xi = 9 and n = 9. The informationcontent
of the r1(10,10) priorrelativeto a Poisson(O)densityanda
1(1, 1) prioris seen to be nine datapointsthatsum to nine.
This is not surprisinggiven the shapes of the 17(1,1) and
1(10, 10) densities;the formeris an Exponential(1)density
and the latteris peakedaround1 (see Bickel and Doksum
1977). We see that the data set is not unique,as any data
set of size nine summingto nine from a Poisson(O)will do
becausethe sum is a sufficientstatisticfor 0.
It is instructivealso to considerthe reversecase. That
is, supposethat we let the r1(10,10) priorplay the role of
the objectivepriorand we let the r1(1,1) priorbe the subjective prior.Then we try to solve the pair of equations
1 = 10 + E xi and 1 = n + 10. But this gives E xi = -9
and n = -9, neitherof which is possible, becauseboth n
and E xi mustbe positive.This meansthatthereis no data
set from a Poisson(0) randomvariablethat can be used to
updatea F(10,10) priorso as to makeit closer to a r(1, 1)
priorthanit alreadyis. In short,a r1(10,10) is alreadymore
informativethana r(1, 1), so we cannotmakeit less informativeby addinginformation.
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In this example we began by regardingthe 1(1, 1) as
noninformativeand the 7(10,10) as informative.However,
there is no reason to regardthe 17(1,1), or any member
of the 1(p, A) family, as noninformative.We have merely
assessed the informationin an informativedensity for the
parameterrelativeto a posteriorformedfrom anotherdensity for the parameterthathappenedto be less informative.
To havea notionof the informativityof a subjectivedensity
for the parameter,we mustuse an objectivedensitythat is
nevermore informativethanany otherdensity.Thatis, the
objectiveprior must be noninformativein some meaningful sense, particularlybecausewe expect a priorto contain
informationrepresentableby a small samplesize.
It is only for likelihoods in exponentialform that the
use of conjugatepriorsis possible and,even in this setting,
noninformativepriors need not be conjugateto the likelihood. Moreover,the subjectivedensity that we assessed,
the 1(10, 10), need not be one thatreally interestedus. We
might be interestedin a densitythat is not readilyapproximable by any memberof the conjugatefamily. For instance,one mightwish to evaluatethe informationin a uniform,or a densitythathada polynomialtail. Suchdensities
cannotbe well approximatedby an elementof the P(p, A),
because a polynomialtail reflectsless informationthan an
exponentiallydecreasingtail. Indeed,the tails of conjugate
densities typically decreaseexponentially,which is informative. Subjectivelychosen priors usually correspondto
less information,which is betterrepresentedby a polynomial tail.
From an experimentaldesign perspective,we may want
to identifythe datathatwouldbest supportinferencesfrom
a specificdensityfor the parameter.Indeed,this canbe done
for classes of inferentialdensities,each memberof which
achieves a specifieddegree of concentrationat a parameter value.Recallthatposteriorsaretypicallyasymptotically
normalindependentlyof the likelihood and the prior and
that the normalfamily is the easiest to use for experimental designpurposes.Now, from an experimentaldesignperspective,we virtuallyalwayswantto know how muchdata
must be collected when the subjectivedistributionvaries
over the normalfamily for a rangeof meansandvariances.
This complicatesthe problemof representinga subjective densityas a posteriorfrom a noninformativeprior,because we can no longer assumethat either density for the
parameteris in the conjugacyclass of the likelihood.Thus
in generalwe cannot find a data set by solving equations
and cannot obtain an exact match between the subjective
and objectivedensitiesfor the parameter.But we can still
carryout this matchingapproximatelyby using techniques
as describedlater.
The articleis organizedas follows. In Section 2 we give
a generalframeworkin whichone can matchsubjectivepriors to datasets by minimizingthe relativeentropydistance
between the subjectiveprior and a posteriorformed from
a noninformativeprior.This minimizationis over potential
data sets. In Section 3 we verify that minimizationis possible in general, then presentcomputationsto show how
the minimumbehavesfor severalchoices of the subjective
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densityin the contextof a Poisson(O)family.In Section 4
we turn to implicationsfor experimentaldesign. We perform the same minimizationover a class of densities for
the parameterand choose the largest of the sample sizes
that result.After demonstratingexistence of this maximal
sample size for certainclasses of inferentialdensities,we
give boundson it in termsof two othermethodsfor selecting a sample size. In Section 5 we summarizeour results
and give some possible extensions of the line of inquiry
pursuedhere.
2.

STATEMENTOF THE PROBLEM

We begin by choosingan objectivepriorto representthe
absence of information.Compatiblewith this choice, we
must matchthe informationin a subjectivepriorto a posteriorformedfrom this noninformativepriorso as to finda
dataset thatmakesthem close. We begin by settingup the
problemand then turnto formalities.
2.1 The Setting

The notion of noninformativityfor a priorcan be interpreted in diverse ways yielding diverse priors, each with
some claim to noninformativity(see, e.g., DattaandGhosh
1994a,b,GhoshandMukerjee1992, and Kass and'Wasserman 1993 for critical surveys).Here we choose the Jef-'
freys prior as noninformative,because it can be justified
by four distinct arguments.The first is invariance;the
Jeffreysprior was originallyproposedon the basis of invariance(see Jeffreys1961),even thoughthis does not characterizethe Jeffreysprior.George and McCulloch(1992)
obtainthe Jeffreysprioruniquelyonly by imposingan extra condition.The secondargumentin favorof the Jeffreys
prioris thatusingit resultsin estimationwhichcorresponds
to frequentistcoverage probabilities(see Hartigan1983).
The third argumentin favor of the Jeffreysprior is, that
the formal'sense in which it is noninformativecan be interpretedin termsof the rate of informationaccumulation
(see Bernardo1979 and Clarkeand Barron1994). Finally,
the fourthargumentis thatthe Jeffreyspriorperformswell
in a practicalsense (see Bergerand Bernardo1989).
In the context of the third argument,Bernardo(1979)
proposedreferencepriorsobtainedfroma noninformativity
principlebased on maximizingthe Shannonmutualinformationbetween the parameterand the sampleover possible choices of the density for the parameter.This can be
expressedas the expectedrelativeentropy'between a posterior and the prior from which it was formed.The prior
asymptoticallyachievingthe maximalvalueis the'priorthat
permitsthe most rapid accumulationof informationfrom
the data,on average.This sense of optimalityis consistent
with the way we assess the informationcontentof an arbitrarydensityfor the parameterbelow.
The Jeffreysprior is the normalizedsquareroot of the
Fisherinformation.In the Poisson(O)example,for instance,
-/V,
which must be
the Jeifreysprioris proportionalto
truncatedto a compact set to yield a proper prior. No
member of the conjugate family F(p, A) is the Jeifreys
prior.Thus assessing the objectiveinformationcontent of
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a F(10, 10), or of a normaldistribution,requirescomparing it to the posteriorformedfrom a Poisson(O)likelihood
and the Jeffreysprior.Unfortunately,comparingeither of
these densities for the parameterto the posteriorformed
using the Jeffreyspriordoes not reducein any obviousway
to solving equations.Nevertheless,we show that one can
use approximatetechniquesto identify a data set from a
Poisson(O)that can be used to updatethe Jeffreyspriorso
that it is as close as possible to the F(10,10) or a given
normal.
In relativeentropywe approximatean arbitrarydensity
for the parameterby a posteriorformedfrom a likelihood
and a Jeffreysprior.Relativeentropyis a strong measure
of distance and thus may be difficultto use. But it is a
naturalchoice for two reasons.First, the relativeentropy
has physical interpretationsin terms of the redundancyof
code lengths,andin termsof the rateof transmissionacross
an information-theoretic
channel (see Clarke and Barron
1994).Thus the Jeffreyspriorprovidesmaximaldatacompressionandthe highestrateof datatransmission,both statisticallydesirableproperties.Second, the relativeentropy
is the naturaldistance to use with the Jeffreysprior,because it is the measureof distancewith respect to which
the Jeffreysprioris the referenceprior.We remarkthatalthoughthe L1 distancemay seem a morenaturalchoice, no
referencepriorunderL1 distancehas been derived.
Here we examinethe relativeentropydistancebetween
the posteriorformedfrom the Jeffreysprior and a known
likelihoodand an arbitrarydensity for the parameter.We
seek the data set that makes this relativeentropydistance
as small as possible.The data set achievingthis minimum
representsthe extrainformationin the arbitrarydensity.
2.2 The Minimization
Supposethat we have a parameterizedclass of densities
pO(x) with respectto Lebesguemeasurefor a real,possibly
vector-valued,randomvariableand that the experimenter
wishes to estimatethe parameter0, assumedto vary over
a parameterspace Q containedin Rd. If the only information thatan experimenteris willing to assumeis the appropriatenessof the referencepriormethod,then the Jeffreys
prior,denotedhere by WN, must be used as the objective
prior.Denotethe arbitraryinformativedensityelicitedfrom
the experimenterby w(0), with respect to d-dimensional
Lebesguemeasure.
Given the likelihood po, we update WN with a data
set xl = (x1, ... ., xn) to form the reference posterior
WN (0Xn). If we choose w to be a subjectiveprior with
the same supportas WN, then we can formally diagnose
whatpo data is implicitin w by minimizing
D(WN( |Xn)IIw(.))

(1)

m(xXh) = fQwN(O)p(xnIO)d6 is the marginaldensity for
the data.Here In denotesthe naturallogarithm.
Datasets xn achievingthe minimumin (1) updateWNby
po so as to get a density for 0 as close as possible to w. It
is in this sense that Xn is representativeof the information
implicitin w, the experimenter'ssubjectivebeliefs. This is
a generalform of the Poisson(0)- F(p,A) exampleexamined in closed form earlier.A posteriorobtainedby minimizing (1) does not generallyequal w; it is only the posterior that is closest to w.

Outside the case where WNand w are conjugate to pa, (1)

will be strictlypositiveandboundedawayfrom zero. Also,
the minimalvalue of (1) is less thanor equalto D(WNIIW).
If equality is achieved,then no data can be added to the
referenceprior so as to give a posteriorcloser to w than
WNalreadyis. The smallerthe minimalvalue of (1) is, the
better w can be approximated by a posterior based on WN

andpo, andthe morerepresentativethe minimizingXnwill
be of the informationimplicit in w. If the minimalvalue
is too large, then one cannot approximatew well by any
posteriorbased on po and WN. In this case no information
obtainablefrompo can justify the beliefs implicitin w.
Note thatthe dataimplicitin w need not have originally
come from po. In particularw may be a posteriorbased
on a data set from a differentlikelihood and prior.The
minimizationin (1) still convertsthe informationin w into
equivalentdatafrompo.
In an experimentaldesign context, one regardsw as a
targetinferentialdensityfor 0. Data sets xn that minimize
(1) identify the data that would best permitthe inferences
from w. If the minimalvalue of (1) were too large, then
the inferencesrepresentedby w cannot be justified from
po. In practice,w is not known,and one only has the goal
of obtaininga small credibleregionthathas high posterior
probability.Thus one would be equally content to make
inferencesfrom any memberof a class F of densitiesfor
0, where all the densitiesin F achieve a prescribeddegree
of concentrationand could be well matchedby minimizing (1).
For instance,let F be the collection of densities for 0
with variancebetweentwo preassignedvalues.In this case
one could minimize (1) for each w in F and so obtain a
collection of data sets, say Xn(W) for w rangingover F.
Let n* be the largest value of the n(w)'s. Using n* as a
sample size ensuresthat for each element w of r there is
at least one data set that might be realizedand would give
inferencesas good as or betterthanw. Because we do not
expectn* to be small,we can choose F to be the collection
of Normal(,u,a2) distributionswith a' betweentwo preassigned values. This is natural,because the posteriorconvergesto a normaldistributionconcentratingat its meanat
rate O(1/V/W)for large samplesizes.

3. ASSOCIATINGA SAMPLE TO AN
over possible data sets Xn. Here D is the relative enINFORMATIVEPRIOR
tropy, which for densities p, q with a common dominating measureis definedby D(pllq) f plri4p/q); xnis an
In this section we begin by demonstratingthat in geniid sample of size n drawnfrom pe; and wN(.IXn) is the eral one can find a data set that minimizes(1). First, conposteriordensity equal to wN(O)p(XnlO)/m(Xn) in which sider a simple algorithmthat could performthe minimiza-
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tion. Choose a fixed noninformativereference prior WN
and a likelihood and suppose that we are given a subjective density w. Then we know the relativeentropybetween them, D(WNIIW). We can consideraddingone data
point x1 to WN to form WN(OIX1). Now we can evaluate
D(WN(.IX1)11W(.)) for each x1 andcompareit to D(WNlIW).
If D(WN(.IX1)1IW(-)) is largerthanD(WNIIW)for all values
of x1, then we know that addingdata to WN cannotmove
WN closer to w than it alreadyis. So WN and w represent
roughlyequivalentinformation.If thereis a valueof x1, say
x1, that minimizes D(WN( IX1)11W(.))to give a value less
thanD(WN IIW), thenwe consideraddinganotherdatapoint
X2. We evaluateD(WN('IX1,X2)IIW(')) for all pairs (x1,x2)
to searchfor a pair (x1, x2)* that minimizesit. If this minimal value is greaterthan D(WN(-IX*)llW(-)), then we say
thatx1 is the dataset implicitin w. Otherwise,we continue
and minimizeD(WN(-.X1,X2,X3)l1W(-))
over all triples.We
proceed in this way to find a value of Xn that minimizes (1).
The intuitionthatthis sortof minimizationprocedurewill
stop at a minimumis to recallthatif n increasestoo much,
thenthe posteriorWN(QIXn)convergesto a normalwithvariance decreasingat rate0(1/n). If this convergenceobtains,
then it forces the relativeentropybetweenWN(QIXn)andw
to become arbitrarilylarge,becausethe limitingnormalis
far from any fixedw. This is not a surprise,becausethe expectedvalueof the quantityin (1) underthe marginaldistributionof Xn is increasingwithrate0(ln n) (see Clarkeand
Barron 1994). The consequenceis that a minimizingdata
set Xnmust be obtainedfor a value of n thatoccursbefore
convergenceof the posteriorto normalitypushesthe posteriortoo far awayfromw. Ourresultshowsthatwe can find
a minimizingdataset xn with high probability,as assessed
in the marginaldistributionfor the data.
The secondpartof this sectionexaminesthe behaviorof
D(WN(l Xn)llW(.)) when the likelihood is Poisson(O)and
WN is the correspondingJeffreys prior. With this fixed
prior-likelihood pair, we regard D(WN(

IXn) IIw(.)) as a real-

valued function of n and the sufficientstatistic E xi and
generatethree-dimensionalgraphsfor various choices of
w. These graphsreveal the typical shape of such surfaces
and permitone to identifya minimizingdata set.
3.1 Existence of a Minimum

Suppose that the likelihoodp(xI1) admits at least two
continuousderivativesin 0 for almost every x, that the
FisherinformationmatrixI(0) is well definedand positive
definitefor every 0 in Q c Rd, and that the supportof the
prior density w is Q, a compactconnectedset that is the
closureof an open set.
We assumethat there is a 6 = 6(0) > 0, so that for each
i, j from I to d we have
Es

sup
<E
110-a'11

02
aoao
i

2

ln p(Xi IO') < x,

and that for each i we have
E6|

lnp(Xij0)l

<ox.

(2)

Also, we assume that po is soundly parameterizedin the
sense thatconvergenceof a sequenceof parametervaluesin
Euclideandistancein Rd is equivalentto weak convergence
of the distributionsthey index. Details on this assumption
can be found in Clarkeand Barron(1990). We write Mn
to meanthe probabilitydefinedby the mixturedensitymr.
We denote the expectationwith respect to p(. 10) by Eo,
and the expectationwith respect to m = mn by Em. For
convenience,we write E when no confusionwill result.
Theoretical verification that the stepwise search describedearlier will be successful rests on the asymptotic
normalityof the posteriordensity.Essentially,we showthat
as n increases,the Mn-probabilitythat D(WN(lIXn)flW())
is largealso increases.Thatis, we know D(WN11w),andour
goal is to find a dataset xn to minimizeD(WN(.lXn)llW(.))
at a value strictlyless thanD(WN11w).LettingK be strictly
positive, we restrict attentionto data sets xn for which
D(WN(IXn)llW(.)) is less thanD(WNIIW)+K. Formally,we
establishthatthereis a criticalvalueno, so thatfor sample
sizes n > no, the Mn probabilityof D(WN(.IXn)lIw(.)) being largerthanD(WN IIw) + K is at least 1 - c, for arbitrary
preassignedE > 0. This meansthat it is essentiallyimpossible to finddatasets of arbitrarilylargesize thatcan minimize D(WN(.IXn)IIW(*)).
In particularwe restrictour search
for a minimizingdata set Xn to those data sets for which
n < no, becauseconsiderationof sample sizes largerthan
no is pointless.It is appropriateto use the mixtureprobability Mn becausewe choose priorspre-experimentally.
In additionto (2) and (3), we assume the Wald (1949)
hypothesesfor consistencyof the maximumlikelihoodestimator(MLE).Thesecan be compactlystatedas threeconditions:First,for each 00 thereis a p = p(Oo)so large that
Eoo

sup

in

P:IP-6oI>p

p(Xl

.

p(X 10O)

Second,for each 00 and for any 0, thereis a 6 = 8(0) > 0
small enoughsuch that
E ln

p(Xl0o)

<00.

Third,for everyx,p(xI0) -) 0 as 11011 oo. Now, ourresult
is the following.
Theorem 3.1. AssumeWald'shypothesesandlet K > 0.
For any preassignedE > 0, thereexists an N = N, so that
for all n > N6,
Mn(D(wN( IXn)IIw(.)) > K) > 1-

(4)

whereMn is the probabilitymeasureassociatedto the density m(.), andWN(.IXn) is a posteriorbasedon a noninformativepriorWN(-).
Proof. This is a specialcase of Theorem4.1.

Weremarkthatanypriorsatisfyingthe formalconditions
of this result can be used in place of ~WN.The difference
in interpretationis any other prior zvwould correspondto
(3) findinga dataset thatmustbe addedto an informativeprior.
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3.2 The Poisson Example

To understandhow the quantityD(WN(IXn)IIw(.)) behaves for variouschoices of prior w as we vary the data
set Xn, we producegraphsof D(WN (IXn) lw(Q)) as a function of the sample size and a summarystatistic for the
.Poisson(O)examplethat cannotbe studiedin closed form.
Let the Xi's be iid Poisson(O)andlet the parameterspace
be [1, 11]. Now the referenceprioris
1)

WN(O)

f 1 l/V1-dO, (see Bemardo 1979, and Clarke
where c
and Barron1994).The probabilitymass functionfor Xn is
e nOOExi

Pe(Xn)

=

(6)

fI X!

where the sum and product are over i

=

1, . ., n. Mixing

(6) with respectto (5) gives
i e-nOoExi-l

MrXn

m(xn)

=

J

1e

/2

lxi-/2d.

So the posterioris
WN(OIXn)

=

WN(O

X fXi)

dO,

e-noExi-1/2

=

and (1) is
D(WN

X)

W(.)

fll

=

e-n6xi-1/2
eX-n/2Ex-1/2

oExi1/2enO

X ln

W(O) f1

e-nOOxi

dO, (7)
-1/2

dO

important.Figure 2 shows the plot of the truncatedNormal(6, 1) for the parameteras a heavy line and its closest
approximationas a thin line. It can be seen thatthe two are
quite close in an LI sense.
The heightof the surfaceover the D = 0 planeindicates
is at each pointin the planein
how good the approximation
relativeentropy.The minimalvalueof D indicateshow well
the priorhas been approximated.Because the relativeentropyis the integralof the logarithmof a densityratio,it is
very sensitiveto tail behaviorandcan magnifysmalldifferences. This makes the minimalvalue difficultto interpret.
A crudeboundon the L1 distancein terms of the relative
entropyis IIf-gI1 ? 2D(f Ig)<(see Csiszar1967).In this
examplethe L1 distancebetweenthe truncatednormaland
is boundedby .1587677,at worst.
its closest approximation
But one can see graphicallythat the agreementbetween
them is muchcloser thanthatboundwould indicate.
In principle,one can reverse the roles of the Jeffreys
prior and the truncatednormal prior. Solving the corresponding minimizationproblem would reveal what data
a user of the Jeffreys prior is assuming relative to the
normal prior. But as in the F(l, 1) - F(10,10) example
in Section 1, this data set would be void, because the
Jeffreysprior is minimallyinformative.Because the relative entropyis asymmetric,it only makes sense to put the
posteriorformedfrom the noninformativepriorin the first
entryand to put the subjectivepriorin the secondentry.
As an exampleof a poor fit, choose w(O)= .1, the uniform prior on [1, 11]. Now, minimizationas in (8) shows
thatthe best approximationto the uniformprioris a posterior with n = 1 and xl = 7. The minimal value of the rela-

tive entropyis .1823156.This gives a poor match,because

wherew(O) is any priordensitycontinuouswith respectto the posterior WN(IX1 = 7) is unimodal with mode near 6.5.
But it is the best matchone can find. Considerationof the
Lebesguemeasureand strictlypositiveon [1, 11].
As a first example,choose w to be a Normal(6,1) trun- graphsof the uniformandof the closest posteriorsuggests
cated to [1, 11] and renormalized.By directcalculationas
describedat the beginningof this section, one can use numericalintegrationto verify that
rnii D(WN(.

Xi)

w(.))

=

.01260359,

(8)

and this minimumoccurs for n = 6, Exi = 37. This
means that relative to the reference prior, this truncated
normalpriorimplicitlyassumesinformationequivalentto
CO
6 previousPoisson outcomessummingto 37. We see that
37/6 = 6.1666is close to the meanof w. Note thatwe only
have a data set from a Poisson distribution;no statement
aboutthe value of the trueparameterhas been made.
ie
h
x;te
etclai
ih
ivstevleo
th(xstD
h
Figure 1 is the graphof (7) as a functionof n and E xi
when w is a Normal(6,1), truncatedto [1, 11], and renor- rltventoyTemnmlrltvenrp,.1639isahvdfr
malized.This gives a surfacein threedimensions.The minimumof the surfaceis attainedin the centralportionof the
Figure 1. The Surface Associated to a N(6, 1)[1,11].Here we have
valley in the diagram.Beyondthis point,the valley is actu- plotted D(wN( IExd)ll N(6, 1J[1,11]Jas a function of the sample size.n
ally increasing.
and0the value of the sufficient statistic, Exj. The axis to the lef
oaN61)11.Hrehv
To verify that the minimizingposteriordensitymatches Fonigures1.theSucrfae. Ascae
the subjectivedensity,one can graphthemto see how close
they are on regions of the parameterspace that are most
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Figure 2. The Truncated Normal and Its Closest Approximation. The
truncated normal of Figure 1 (heavy line) is seen to be close to the
approximation given by exp(- 60)036.5 divided by its integral over [1, 1 1]
(thin line). The slight shift between the two densities reflects the tail of
the posterior.

Figure 3. The Surface Associated to a Piecewise Linear Density.
Here w is given by
+ .01)/3.6, where f is piecewise linear. The
function f is zero for 0(f(6)
< 3 or 0 > 9. on [5.5, 6.5], f(6) = 1; on [3, 5.5],
f(O)= .40- 1.2; and, on [6.5, 9], f(6) = -.4x + 3.6. The surface is seen
to be irregular but decreases to a minimum of .03839288 at n = 4 and
Ex =24, after which it increases.

proximationis good; the minimalrelativeentropydistance
is .03839288,achievedfor n = 4 and E xi = 24.
Several observationscan be made from the cases we
that the uniform prior represents information equivalent to
have
examined.First, the minimizingvalue of the suffione outcome, even if uniform inferences cannot reasonably
cient
statistictracksthe locationof the subjectivedensity
be derived form a Poisson(0) with the Jeffreys prior.
for the parameter.Also, as the concentrationof the subjecIn general, graphs such as those in Figure I are qualtive densityfor the parameterincreases,the value of Dmin
itatively similar for smooth priors. In the limit, as the decreasesandthe samplesize at the minimumincreases.We
pair (n, E xi) increasesin any Euclideannorm,the surface get a better fit for more highly concentratedw's, and the
over the D = Oplane increases.
So the minimum of
geeae4o.wcoe'ob
tepeeielierfnto
height
concentrationof w representssamplesize. This is used in
nFgr
.Fgr
as
hw
0rpe
lss
prx
(7) is attained within a finite region in thehpositive
quadrant
sntsot
Emtn otro.Atog
h lss
p the next section to give a design criterion.Third,it takes a
of the D -O plane.Restrictingto [O,nmax]x [O,(E Xi)max], largersamplesize to get the sameconcentrationas the true
for instance, the surface can exhibit various shapes. Usually value shifts to regions where the Jeffreysprior is smaller
there is a valley that decreases to the minimal value and
then increases as asymptotic normality dominates. In practice, one can use ever larger sample sizes and values of the
sum until the minimum occurs inside a rectangular block.
We comment that if one evaluates the information in priors that are not smooth, then the surface usually becomes
irregular. Priors that are continuous but not differentiable
are hard to match with a posterior based on the Jeffreys
prior. Indeed, priors that are not continuous can generate a
surface that only increases so that the void data set achieves
the minimum. The lack of smoothness is hard to match in
relative entropy; by the time asymptotic normality has become dominant, the data sets that would be representative
have already been bypassed. Consequently, the minima for
nonsmooth priors may occur closer to the origin than for
smooth priors. Thus a smooth noninformative prior is already almost as close as possible to nonsmooth inferences.
As an example where matching is successful despite the
lack of smoothness, choose w to be piecewise linear, as-.signing mos
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and symmetricpriorstend to reflect a smallersamplesize
than priors that are not symmetric,the decreasetracking
the loss of symmetry.This reflects asymptoticnormality.
Fourth,the best matchestend to be in the midrangeof the
parameterspace ratherthan near the boundaries.Finally,
the samplesize of the best approximationcan be unreasonably low, particularlyfor nonsmoothw's, and the mean of
the approximationcan be shiftedfromthe meanof w. This
occurs when the tails matchpoorly,and may indicatethe
unattainabilityof the inferencesrepresentedby w.
4.

SAMPLE SIZE IMPLICATIONS

Now, we regardw as an inferentialdensityfor the parameter. That is, if we obtainw, then the inferencesit would
give would meet our estimationgoal. The techniquehere
for samplesize selectionensuresthat for every memberw
of a class of inferentialdensities F there will exist a data
set thatwouldyield a posterioras close as possibleto w. In
fact, an experimentwill yield only one dataset. Consideration of alternativedata sets ensuresthat we have collected
enoughdatato achieveour estimationgoal.
Let w be a memberof the class F. By the techniqueof
Section 3, we matcheach w E F to a dataset xl thatwould
best permitthe inferencesrepresentedby w. Then we scan
the datasets obtainedfromall the w's andchoosethe largest
of theirsamplesizes. We denotethis maximumsamplesize
by n*.

For this to be successful, the minimumof D(WN( JXn)
11w(.)) must be small enough so that approximatingeach
w by a posteriorwill be meaningful.This is partiallyassuredby the asymptoticnormalityof the posterior.Indeed,
tends to zero in Po probabilityand in
D(WN(jxIn)HlWn(.))
L1 when0 is the truevalueandWnis the limitingnormalsequence.Thus D(WN(.IXn)IIW(.)) will be small if F is a collectionof normaldensitieswith smallvariance.Moregenerally,if w is sufficientlyconcentratedandsmooth,thenthere
will typicallyexist a data set for which D(WN('IXn)IIW(.))
is meaningfullysmall. On the other hand,if this does not
occur,then it may indicatethat the inferencesrepresented
by w cannotbe justifiedfrom the experiment.Use of such
w's is inappropriate.
Suppose that the set r = r(1, 62) consists of densities for 6 that have variancesbetweentwo small constants
62 > E > 0. We considerthree ways to choose a sample
size. First is the inference-matchingmethod, which uses
the largestsamplesize n* of the datasets foundby matching the inferencesof all elements w of r. Second is the
uniform method, which obtains the smallest sample size
nu,that ensuresall posteriorsformedfrom at least nu data
points achieve the preassignedposteriorvariance.Thirdis
the sequentialmethod,in which one accumulatesdatauntil
the posteriorvariancedrops below a thresholdvalue. We
writenr for this methodand note that it is random.
We illustratethese methodsfor threelikelihoods:the normal, the binomial,and the Poisson. They coincide for the
normalbutdifferfor the binomialandPoisson.For the normal and binomial,all three methodscan be used. For the
Poisson,the uniformmethodcannotbe applied.For the bi-
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nomialandPoisson,the sequentialmethodhas the problem
that the posteriorvariancemay increasewhen the sample
size increases. In each case we use a conjugateprior in
place of the noninformativepriorWN for the convenience
of closed-formsolutions.Using a noninformativepriorwill
give samplesizes thatare somewhatlarger,becauseit contains less information.
First, for a normallikelihoodwith a normalpriorall of
the methodsfor selecting a sample size coincide, because
the posteriorvarianceis independentof the data. Indeed,
N (O a2) and for WN use 0 r- N(,u,T2), where
let Xi.
I,)T2, and a2 are known. Then (1IXn) is a normal random variablewith mean E(elXn) and variancegiven by
var(EIXn
) = ((a2 /n),T2)/(T(2 + (a2 /n)). Now the posterior
variancedependsonly on the samplesize, andit is straightforwardto verify that var(elXTn)is strictlydecreasingas a
functionof n. This meansthataddingmoredataalwaysreduces the posteriorvariance;thatis, for all Xn for all xn+l,
var(Oxln) > var(Olxn+l).

Using the uniformmethod,one can findan nu to force the
posteriorvarianceto be uniformlysmall in particular,less
than,say,el. If we chooseF to be the set of normaldensities
with varianceel then n* equals nu, becauseeach member
of F can be realizedas the posteriorfroma dataset of size
nu. The sequentialmethodis seen to give the sameresultas
the uniformand inferencematchingmethods,because the
posteriorvarianceis independentof the dataapartfrom the
samplesize.
Second, suppose that Xi - Bernoulli(p), so that Yn
En-1Xi is Binomial(n,p), and let w(p) be a conjugate
Beta(a, 3) prior. Now the density of (PIYn),W(PIYn) is
Beta(y + a, n - y + /), so the variance is not a decreasing functionof samplesize and dependson more thanjust
n. In this case the three methodswill not be equivalent.
Because the Xi's are bounded, supxn var(OlXn = Xn) decreases monotonically at rate 0(1/n).

As a consequence,

one can identify a value nu that will guaranteea small
posteriorvariance.But this value will typicallybe greater
thanthe valueof nr becausethe posteriorvarianceobtained
may decreasemuchfasterthanthe supremumover all possible posteriorvariances.The inference-matchingmethod
gives results between the sequentialmethod and the uniform method.
As a final example let Xi

-

Poisson(O) and, for conve-

nience, use the conjugateprior Gamma(a,,/). Given data
xn, the posterior density, w(Olxn), is Gamma(nx+ a,
n +

/3) with variance

(nx

+ a)/(l

+ n)2.

Because the

supremalposteriorvarianceis infinite,the uniformmethod
will not work.The sequentialandinference-matching
meth>
ods will give distinctnontrivialresults, with n* n?
for
appropriatelychosen F's.
4.1 The Inference-Matching Method

Let F be a set of smoothdensitiesrepresentingthe inferences thatwe wish to entertain.For instance,we mightuse
F(61,62) as earlier.Whateverthe definitionof F, Theorem
2.1 guaranteesthat for each w E F, there will exist a data
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set xT(w) achieving
X'(w) = argmin D(WN(.IXT)HIW(Q)),

with sample size denotedby n,. For smooth, sufficiently
concentratedw, this infimumshouldbe meaningfullysmall,
as noted earlier.Also, it is often the case that when a sufficient statisticsuch as X exists, D(WN(IX)jIIW(.))gives a
convex surface as a function of n and x, thereby guaran-

teeing the existence of a minimizingdata set. Moreover,
althoughit is conceivablethat the infimummight not be
attainedby any dataset, therewill exist datasets for which
it is attainedto any specifieddegreeof approximation.
Herewe give a resultthatensuresthe existenceof a minimizing data set in a marginalprobabilitysense. Heuristically, we can also give a nonprobabilisticargumentbased
on a strong form of the asymptoticnormalityof the posteriorin relativeentropy.Let ? > 0 and supposethat there
exists an NE so that for n > NE the relativeentropydistance betweena posteriorbased on n observationsand its
limitingnormalis less thane. Next, choose e so small that
all the limitingnormals,with variances0(1/n), are further
away from w than WN is for n > N. Now we can restrictto samplesof size less thanN. For boundedrandom
variables,we are minimizinga continuousfunction on a
compactset, so the minimummust occur in that set. If the
randomvariablesare unbounded,then we use the fact that
p(xj0) -> 0 as x -? oc. Thus as any xi increases without
bound,the posteriormust shift, therebyincreasingthe relative entropybetweenthe posteriorand w. So the xi's must
remainwithina compactset on which a minimummust be
attained.This argumentcan be formalizedin some cases
where a sufficientstatisticfor the parameteris present.
Once we have assigneda dataset n (w) to each member
w of F, we may choose

ferenceswe have obtaineda bit moredatathanwe require.
Specifically,if some membersof r are best approximated
by using a sample of size n < n*, then the extra n* - n data
pointsthatwe have collectedwill resultin a degreeof precision greaterthanthe minimumthat we actuallyrequired.
This form of conservatismcan be reducedonly by using
a smallerclass of inferentialdensities;that is, by havinga
betteridea of what conclusionsto anticipatein advanceof
experimentation.
Our first result is a theorem giving conditions under
which n* is well defined.For generality,we choose the set
r to be the class of all continuousdensitiesfor E supported
on the same set as WN, and denote this by rl. The result
states that for n sufficientlylarge, the marginalprobability that D(WN(.IXn)IIW(.)) is largecan be madeuniformly
close to unity,wherethe uniformityis over w in rl. Apart
from the uniformityover rl, this is the same statementas
Theorem3.1. Indeed,if r is a singletonset, then Theorem
4.1 reducesto Theorem3.1.
The uniformityis possible because we are evaluating
probabilitiesin the mixturedistributionwith respect to a
fixed properprior WN. In effect, this means that we can
reduce the domainof the mixtureto a compactset in the
parameterspace with high WN probabilityon which the
Fisherinformationis boundedawayfrom zero.As a consequence,certainconvergencesused in the proof areuniform
in Po for 0 in the compactset. Densitiesfor the parameter
that assign little mass to the compactset thereforedo not
matter.
In practice,Qnewould choose a finite set of densitiesin
r so that no memberof r is too far from at least one elementof the finiteset. Thenfor each memberw of the finite
class, one can findn(w) andtherebyobtaina suitablevalue
for nW.

Theorem4.1. Assume the Wald (1949) hypothesesfor
n* = max{n(w)Ix(w)n(w)
consistencyof the maximumlikelihoodestimator0 andlet
argmaxD(WN(.IXn)IIW(.)),W
E F} (9) K > 0. For any preassignedE > 0, there is an NE so that
for all n > N,
as a sample size. This n* guaranteesthat every inferential
inf Mn(D(WN( IXn)IIW(.)) > K) > 1-?.
(10)
wErl
densityin F has a good approximationby a posteriorbased
on a sample of size not more than W*.It does not guarantee that every posteriorbased on a sampleof size n* is
Proof. See AppendixA.
a memberof F. We call the choice of n* given in (9) the
This resultshowsthatn*is well definedin a sense similar
to that used in Theorem3.1. Uniformlyover w E rl, the
method.
inference-matching
Clearly,the inference-matchingmethoddependson the Mnprobabilitythat the minimalvalue of D(WN(' IXn)11W)
choice of F. If F consistsof all densitiesfor 0 with variance is achievedfor n < N(e) is large.Thatis, if we have N(e)
less than some e, then the methodgives n* = oc. If F is such that infwMn(D(wN(IXn)IIw) > K) > 1 - , then
too small, then it may exclude densities that concentrate n > N(s) means that, uniformlyin w and with high Mn
at parametervalues we want to considerand thus give an probability,we have that D(WN(jIXn)IIW)> K. Thus it is
unrealisticallysmallvaluefor nW.Indeed,if F is a singleton likely that for all w, n(w) occurs for n < N(e), implying
set {w}, then n* = n(w). Neither extreme is a realistic that n* < N(e).
This result is anomalous,becausen* will be infinitefor
formulationof the samplesize problem.We suggestthatthe
best choice for F in generalis F(El, 62) or its intersection any choice of r that includes densities of arbitrarilyhigh
concentration.The anomalyis resolvedby observingthat
with normaldensitieshavingvariancesin (61,62).
The methodis conservativebecause,providedthat F is the result uses the marginaldensity for the data that is
well chosen, we are assuredthat any element of F can be the mixtureof the likelihoodwith respect to 'WN. Indeed,
approximatedby a posteriorformed from a data set we consider a density w in F1 that is highly concentratedat
might get, with the exceptionthat for certainpotentialin- a parametervalue 0'. For choices of 0 that are outside a
Xn
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small neighborhoodof 0', the Po probabilityof the event
{D(WN(.IXn)tIW) > K} will increase,roughlyuniformly
in 0 as n increases.In contrast,the Po probabilityof that
event will decreaseto zero for values of 0 in a shrinking
neighborhoodof 0'. But the priorprobabilityof suchneighborhoodsof 0' will be arbitrarilysmall, so those 0's do not
contributemuch to the marginalprobability.In particular,
the Po probabilitycan be very smallfor some 0's, provided
thatthe rest of the 0's have WN measurenear 1 andthe Po
probabilityis large for them.
For contrast,supposethatone were to assess probability
in Po0 for a fixed value 00 insteadof in Mn. Now consider
Po (D(WN (. IXXn) W(.)) > K) for variouschoices of w. For
any fixed w and K > 0, one can prove that this probability will go to unity uniformlyover Oo's in a compactset.
But uniformityover w fails. Indeed, posteriornormality
guaranteesthat for each 00 there exists a sequenceWn of
densities for the parameterthat concentratesat 00, so that
convergesto zero in P0o. If Wn is not
D(WN(jlXn)IIWn(.))
permittedto dependon the data,then D(WN(' Xn)HlWn(.))
convergesto a constantratherthanto infinity.If probability
is assessedin PFo, then it is only possible to prove a result
when the variancesof the densitiesin r are boundedaway
from zero.

See Appendix B.

Proof

Together,these resultsshow thatn* is boundedaboveby
the uniformmethodand below by the sequentialmethod,
and that the lower boundis not too loose in thatthe posteriorvariancewill not increasevery often.Thusn* is a compromisebetween a methodthat cannotalways be applied,
andone thatmay give unrealisticallysmall samplesizes. In
addition,these boundsmay be used to approximaten*, and
they providea comparisonof threeBayesiantechniquesfor
samplesize selectionbased only on the posterior.
5.

DISCUSSION

The point of this article is to demonstratethat the optimalitypropertysatisfiedby a referencepriorpermitsone to
associateto any other density for the parametera data set
thatrepresentsthe informationit contains.This information
in the sense of Section3, or in the
maybe pre-experimental
senseof Section4. In the lattercase, considerationof a large
class of inferentialdensitiesjustifies a sample size procedure. We commentthat the main quantityrelates data to
inferencesand so can be used for calibration.For instance,
one can converta posteriorbased on dependentdata to a
posteriorbasedon independentdatathatwould give equivalent inferences,and one can combine the data sets from
beliefs.
priorsreflectingindependentpre-experimental
4.2 Properties of the Methods
paA potentialparadoxmayarisefrommultidimensional
First, we formally define the uniformand the sequen- rameters.If 0 is multidimensional,then it may be possible
tial methods.The uniformmethodchooses samplesize nu to use the formulationgiven here to evaluatehow hardit is
to estimateparameters.Indeed,theremay be in some exam=nu(e)to be the least value of n satisfying
ples a sort of "antagonism"betweenparameters.Consider
supvar(E|xX')

< E

(11)

0

=

(01,02)

and let

X/WN

flW(01)W(02)),
nl,2 = argmin D(WN (01, 02 1Xn)
for n' > n. That is, as soon as n' exceeds n, varWN(Exln')
< e for all Xn As noted in the Poisson(0) example,nu(e)
may not exist. The sequentialmethodcollects datauntilthe the versionof (1) that one would examinefor joint estimaposterior variance varWN (OIXk) falls below ?. That is, we tion of (01, 02), where w is a joint density for the parameters. Now let
choose n = n, (e) to be the first value of k that satisfies

var(EIxk1) > e,
WN

var(E)xk)

< E.

WN

(12)

ni

=

argmin D(WN (01 |Xn)11w(01))

The expected value of this stopping time is En, and
= -1 kP (stop at k). The consistencyof the posterior
implies the existenceof n,.
n2 = argmin D(WN (02 1Xn) ||W(02));
Now we can provideboundson n* in termsof these two
these are the quantitiesthat one would examine for estimethods.
mating01 and02 separately-and for determininghow hard
Proposition 4.1. Bounds on n*: Let n* be obtained from they were to estimateto a specifieddegreeof accuracy.One
the class of densitiesF F(El, E2) for E. Then
would say that01 and 02 are antagonisticif nl,2 > ni + n2;
that is, it takes more data to estimate the parameterston* < nu(El).
(13)
n,(E2)
getherthanto estimatethemindividually.Indeed,one might
takethis a step furtherand seek a sortof "uncertainty
prinProof. See AppendixB.
ciple"in whichthe sortof datathatpermitgood estimation
of one parameterpreventgood estimationof another.
Proposition 4.2. Assume that f 04w(0) dO < oo and for

a, b > 0. Let ,u be the numberof upcrossingsof [a,b] by
var(E)IX). If Wald'shypothesesfor consistencyhold (see
Thin. 3.1), then
-im
limEu

b
l?blh_

1+
?l(

1
-t/b)

APPENDIX A: PROOF OF THEOREM 4.1

Fix anyw E r and K > 0, and write
(

= n d/2I (0)1/2

-(/)(-)()(

(Al 1)
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where 0 is the posteriormeanusing the priorWN and I(0) is the
Fisherinformationmatrixfor pa(.). Now we have
Mn(D(wN(.IXn)IIw(_)) > K)

Because the first conditionin the event is satisfiedfor n large
enough,and B can be allowedto increase(at a rate o(ln n)), the
resultwill be demonstratedprovidedthat
PoO(suP wN(GIX

=

> Mn(J

)

? i)

(A.7)

1

-

WNz(ljXn) dO

Mn (J wN(lnO)ln

+

wN (GlXn)l ln bj(0) d6

-WJ

WN(lXnX)ln

for all values of 00 in a large subset of A'. We choose a subset
of A' so that all elements of it are at least q > 0 away from
every elementof A. Because B may be allowedto increase,we
can choose a subsetof AC with WN probabilityarbitrarilyclose to
unity.This follows from the boundednessof WN andthe fact that
A has small Lebesguemeasure.Now supposethat a value Ooin
this subsetis true.Then thereis an open set containingGowhich
does not intersectA, the set over whichthe supremumin (A.7) is
taken.Using this fact and the boundednessof WN, it is sufficient
to show thatfor each Goand any rj > 0,

w(6) dG > K)

q$ (0) d6

WN (IXn)Dln

(A.2)

dO > K),

JWN(OlXn)l1nw()

PO0

>)
SUP M(Xn)

)

-4

(A.8)

0.

because Kullback-Leiblernumbers are nonnegative.The last
boundis

From Clarkeand Barron(1990, eqn. 6.5) we have that for any
r' >0,

- 2 tr(I(N)var(e1XT))
Mn(2 In (2 )+ i2ln 1I(6)1

P (O(

WJWN(OlXn)ln

w(O)dO > K)

(A.3)

w(G)p(x J0) d/ > e

p(xnIGo))

1-

=

(

Thus,rearrangingand increasingthe domainin the integralgives
nr"\

.(p(xfnl/Go)
< e
(A.9)
= 1 - 0(1/n).
pO (M(xn)
converges
Note that 0 convergesto 00 and n tr(I(0)var(06XXn))
to d in Poo,uniformlyfor Ooin any compactset in the parameter
FromWolfowitz(1949),we havethatthereexists an r > 0 so that
to proveunspace.(Thesearestandardresultsandstraightforward
der the statedhypotheses;see, for instance,Clarke1989.)Choose
a compactset C in the parameterspace that has WN probability
0)
)(.lO
(OEB(00, )c p (XnIo
at least 1 - ?/2. Now we can write Mn explicitly as a mixture
Using (A.9) and (A.10) in (A.8), we see thatthe latteris
and get a lower boundgiven by
WN(0O)POo (JWN(1Xn

(

P0O

)1n w(G) dG

p(xnJO) p(Xn Go) >
p(XnIGo) m(Xn)

SUp

\OEB(0o,7)c

<

)d)o.

n-K-

- in

(A.4)

<

() u

( OEBc
SUp P(xo
+ PO0O
I( r

)

e

>

a)

(A.11)

For given w c r, let A = /A\w= {w > B}, where B is a
largepositiveconstant.Now the Lebesguemeasureof A is A(A)
? 1/B, independentlyof w, so we can bound(A.4) from below. by intersecting with the event {poo /mn < enr } and its compleFirst,boundthe integralin the event in (A.4) by using the upper ment. Becausethe second termis less than e for r' < r, (A.9) is
bound B on A' and the inequality In w(6) < w(6) on A. Second, established.
restrictthe domainof integrationin the mixtureto AC (whichhas
largeLebesguemeasure).The resultis that
APPENDIX B: PROOFS OF PROPOSITIONS
4.1 AND 4.2
wN(GIXn )w(G) dO
Next we turnto providinga proofthatn* can be boundedabove
WN(00)POO
andbelow by nu and nu.

(j

d
< - Inn-K-

2

-B

dOo (A.5)

Proof of Proposition 4.1

We start with the first inequalityin (13). Supposethat in the
is a lowerboundfor (A.4). Note thatin (A.5) the innerintegralis
method,we stop afterhavinggottenxk. Thenwe know
sequential
value
indexing
is
but
that
the
parameter
over A, which a smallset,
)
<
that
varwN (E(x
62 SO that WN(GEX) C r(?1,e2). Thus
the probabilityis an elementof the complementAC, a large set.
choices of w used to obtainu*. Indeed,
is
one
of
the
ik)
WN(I
We lowerbound(A.5)by takinga supremumof the posteriorover
A. This gives
0
D(WN(. x)wN(.) IIWNx
( Xk))Ixn=xk
jW

WN(OO)Po (jW(O)dO?

<

l n n-K-e-B

SUp WN (OlX ) ?1

and
dOo. (A.6)

-an
Because u* is the supremumover the argmins,we have that u*
? u8as in(13).
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For the second inequality in (13), note that the sample size
nu (61) is the least value of n so that

sup

To complete the proof, we show that as n
goes to zero. First, note that

-* o0,

the third term

var (EIxn') < 1

n' n>n

WN

Emvar(ElXn)2

and

nr

)

sup{nw
I argmin

=

wE1(I

= nw.

D(WN(.jXn)I)w(.))

-

Em

(

dO-

02W(OlXn)

Ow(OlXn) do))

(J

e2 )

Now for w c rF,12 there is an xk, so that w(6)
hence

nw= argminD(WN

= wN(OIXk)

=

(.IXn)IIW(.))

and

Because varw(E) = varrWN(EIxk) C (61,62),
we have that nw
< nu(e1), and thus the second inequality in (13) follows.
Finally, we prove the result giving bounds on the upcrossings
of the posterior variance.
Proof of Proposition 4.2

First, note that the density ratio P(xn)/m(xn)

is an m-

martingale. Indeed,
EPO(xn)xn-1)
M(Xn)

P (X n) m(xnIxn-1) dX

m(xn)

/

is an m-martingalefor any k,

Similarly,OkW(O)p(Xnl)/m(Xn.)
as is E(OklXn):
E(E(Ek

f

jX

fS6k

)

do)

?

2Em

(

Ow(OlXn) do)

< 4Em J

4w(lX ) dO=

4J w(0)
w dO,

so that supn Emvar(ElXn)2
< oo. Recall that for any po,
-.
is
n var(EJXn)
to
I(O) (This standardand straightforward
prove under the stated hypotheses; see, for instance, Clarke 1989,
p. 71). So, var(EX)

O 0. For any E > 0, we have

M(var(OJXXn)> e) = Jw(0)Po(var(OIXn)

> 6)dO,

in which the probability in the integrand goes to zero pointwise as
n -* oo. By the bounded convergence theorem, the left side also

goes to zero. Thus var(EjXXn)-* 0 in Mn probability. So, by the
corollary to theorem 25.12 of Billingsley (1986, p. 348), we have
that E var(EIXXn)-* 0, and the proposition is proved.

lXn) lXn-1)

A

< 2Em(J 02W((OXn

k.

Po

(XZ) w(O) dOm(xn |Xn-

1) dxn
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